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Integreon delivers proven 
processes, enhanced 
technology and the ability 
to provide highly skilled 
dedicated resources from 
global delivery centers 
strategically located in 
North America, Europe, 
and Asia working 24/7 
when necessary.

Cyber Incident Response (CIR)

When your client’s data is compromised, 
you need a partner that can provide both 
the speed and accuracy required to create 
a clean Consolidated Entity List to meet 
incredibly challenging deadlines. 

Working independently or in conjunction with a 
cyber-security consulting or law firm practice, 
Integreon can quickly mobilize to conduct the 
necessary review and extraction of  sensitive 
information to produce a clean Consolidated 
Entity List to ensure your clients can confidently 
comply with all state and federal notification 
regulations. 

Integreon CIR Solution Benefits: 

 On-shore and off-shore model offers round-the-
clock teams to meet extraordinary deadlines

 Proven approach and experienced resources to
expertly triage data sets

 Multiple validation checks to ensure quality and
efficiency SLA’s are consistently met

 Seamless partnering with cyber security partners
and technology solutions (threat detection and
threat monitoring software)

 Highly efficient processes to extract PII and PHI
from identified data sets to produce a thorough
de-duplicated notification list

 Flexible billing models that meet your preferred
way of contracting services

’
490+
…and counting cyber
incident response 
engagements completed

9.1M+
…and counting documents
reviewed

900
...and counting associates

8
Delivery centers located in 
Austin, Charlotte, Fargo, 
Raleigh/Durham, London, 
Mumbai, Noida, and Manila
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50+
Supported languages

24X7
Timeless operations

3,000+
Professionals including 
lawyers, paralegals, and 
Six Sigma experts

After a cyber breach occurs, Integreon’s CIR 
professionals quickly and expertly  identify, 
extract and organize sensitive data to create 
clean lists of affected individuals for state 
attorneys general, consumer protection 
authorities and/or national credit bureaus that 
require notification. 
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For more information contact:

info@integreon.com

www.Integreon.com


